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EXPERIMENTS ON VISCOUS HEATING IN LEAKAGEFREE ROTATING SEAL SYSTEMS WITH MAGNETIC
NANOFLUID
Tünde BORBÁTH1, Valeriu Nicolae PANAITESCU2, István BORBÁTH3,
Oana MARINICĂ4, Ladislau VÉKÁS5
Two main aspects regarding to magnetic fluid rotating seals operation are
discussed in this paper: the influence of the rotational speed and viscosity of
magnetic nanofluids on seal temperature and the breakaway torque at start-up.
Analytical methods for studying these technical issues and results obtained from
experimental investigations are presented. Magnetic nanofluids with two types of
carrier liquid (high vacuum oil and transformer oil) were tested having saturation
magnetization in the range of 450-550 G. Temperature measurements were
performed for three different rotational speeds: 600 rpm, 1000 rpm and 1450 rpm
by using an experimental test bench.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic nanofluids are smart materials with a special feature, combining
the behavior of a normal liquid with superparamagnetic properties. One of the
most relevant applications of these fluids is the magnetic fluid rotating seal with a
relative simple construction and high performance [1]. In such system the
magnetic fluid is held in ring shapes by a permanent magnet which enables rotary
motion while maintaining a hermetic sealing. Magnetic fluid seals are engineered
for a wide range of applications including pressure and high vacuum sealing
devices. Among the benefits are hermetic sealing, long lifetime, high reliability,
non-contaminating, high-speed capability, optimum torque transmission, no setleakage failures and smooth operation [2].
Many aspects are presented in different studies regarding to the magnetic
fluid seal performance. Several papers discuss issues about the sealing capacity of
the magnetic fluid seals [3, 4, 5]. The influencing factors such as magnetic field
distribution [6, 7], centrifugal force [8] and centering effect [9] have also been
investigated. The magnetic fluid behavior in high intensity nonuniform magnetic
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fieeld is preseented in [10]. The intterface instaability wheen sealing another
a
liquuid
w
which can drramatically reduce thee seal’s lifeetime was also
a
studied
d in [11, 122].
Despite all th
hese investiigations only a very small amoun
nt of inform
mation can be
ding to the effect
e
of sp
peed and visscosity of thhe magneticc fluid on tthe
foound regard
seeal temperatture [13].
Magnnetic fluid sealing
s
tech
hnology devvelopment is
i strongly related to tthe
m
magnetic, theermo-physical and flow propertiees of magnetic nanoflu
uids speciallly
taailored for each
e
appliccation [5]. In
I seal sysstems with high viscosity magnetic
naanofluids su
uch as high magnetization fluids having
h
high volume con
ncentration of
m
magnetic nan
noparticles or magnetic fluids forr vacuum ap
pplications care must be
taaken to thee seal’s heeating. In contrary too the usuaal mechaniical seals no
m
mechanical friction
f
exissts. Howeveer, between the magnetic fluid annd the rotating
shhaft appearss viscous friction
f
whiich can gennerate a rellatively largge amount of
heeat. Beside the adversee effect of thhe excessive heat on thhe seal com
mponent, it ccan
leead to the evaporation
e
n of the maagnetic nanofluid whicch cause seeal failure. In
orrder to avoiid desorptioon of the su
urfactant andd the acceleerated evaporation of tthe
caarrier liquid
d the viscouus heating of the maggnetic nanoofluid shoulld not exceeed
abbout 100-12
20 ºC [5].
The breaking
b
torrque at the start
s
of the rotary motiion is anoth
her aspect thhat
is discussed. From the moment
m
wheen the shaftt starts to rootate the neccessary torqque
d
to the minimuum value then rises to the
t maximuum torque and
a
firrst start to decrease
it drops agaiin. Therefore there is a need to know the starting torrque to alloow
t capacityy of the mootor which can
c producee enough toorque to driive
deetermining the
thhe shaft.
2. Co
onstructive details
Each particular combination
c
n of construuction mateerials and deesign featurres
haas practicall limits withh respect to
o temperatuure, differen
ntial pressu
ure, rotationnal
sppeed and opperating ennvironment. A good magnetic
m
fluuid seal design involvves
caareful selecttion of the materials
m
an
nd precise diimensioningg.
Present investigations weree carried out
o using one
o magnettic fluid seeal
syystem in whhich differennt types of magnetic
m
fluuid were injjected (see Fig.
F 1.).

Fig. 1. Maggnetic flux disstribution in thhe magnetic fluid seal: 1 – pole
p pieces; 2 – permanent
m
magnet;
3 – shhaft; 4 – magnnetic nanofluid
d.
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According to [1, 5] the sealing capacity for a single sealing stage Δp is directly
proportional to the saturation magnetization Ms and to the difference between the
maximum and the minimum value of the magnetic flux density:
∆ ≅

−
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=
∆

(

=
−
=

−

)
∆

=

)=
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Here µ0 is the absolute permeability, Ms is the magnetic saturation, Hmax, Hmin
represent the maximum respective the minimum magnetic field intensity
measured between the pole pieces and the shaft, Bmax is the maximum magnetic
induction, Bmin is the minimum magnetic induction, n is the number of stages and
Δpmax is the sealing capacity of the magnetic fluid seal.
The material of the permanent magnet is anisotropic barium ferrite type
FB 2.2. (Rofep, Romania) having a residual flux density equal to 0.37 T and a
coercive force Hc of 175 kA/m.
The two pole pieces are made from soft magnetic materials with low
carbon content (OLC 15). Each of them has seven teeth which guide the magnetic
fluxes and thus helps magnetic fluid sealing rings formation.
Due to technological and functional reasons the use of rectangular teeth shape is
recommended to get optimal values for the difference between the maximum and
minimum values of the magnetic induction.
Three kind of magnetic fluids where tested during the present
investigation. These are listed in table 1. The magnetic nanofluids were prepared
at the Roseal Co. (Odorheiu Secuiesc, Romania).
Table 1
Magnetic nanofluids
Name

Carrier liquid

Saturation
magnetization [G]

HVO-467G

High vacuum oil

467

HVO-520G

High vacuum oil

520

UTR-528G

Transformer oil

528

To close the magnetic circuit created by the permanent magnet, pole
pieces and magnetic nanofluid, the rotating shaft should be made from soft
magnetic material (OLC15). It can have solid cylindrical shape or tube shaped.
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In order to avoid magnetic flux dissipation the housing is manufactured
using nonmagnetic materials.
The high rotational accuracy is ensured by connecting two ball bearings to
the pole pieces, inserting two spacer rings between them to reduce the flux
dissipation.
3. Magnetic fluids
Magnetic fluids used in sealing technology must meet several
requirements [7, 14]. In order to sustain high differential pressure they have to be
tailored in such a way to ensure high saturation magnetization and low or very
low vapor pressure. Usually, magnetic fluids in a sealing stage have to withstand
an intense and strongly non-uniform magnetic field, Hmax ~ 106 A/m and |grad H|
~ 109 A/m2 and thus they must ensure excellent colloidal stability in the intense
and strongly non-uniform magnetic field [5, 10]. In special cases, chemical
characterization is needed to avoid the destabilization of the magnetic fluid when
aggressive gases are sealed.
To fulfill simultaneously all these requirements impose special conditions on the
stabilization procedure of the preparation of the magnetic fluids, in order to avoid
irreversible magnetic field induced structural processes.
In principle, the synthesis procedure of the magnetic nanofluids has two main
phases. The first step of the preparation of the investigated magnetic nanofluids is
to prepare magnetite nanoparticles through co-precipitation. The second phase
contains the stabilization and dispersion of these particles in different carrier
liquids in order to prevent irreversible aggregation of particles due to the attractive
van der Waals and dipolar interactions [15, 16, 17]. Transformer oils are nonpolar
carrier liquid, generally with low or medium viscosity and low tendency for
evaporation. Vacuum oils are polar carrier liquids which need an additional
stabilizing layer, physically absorbed on the surface of the first stabilizing layer
[16, 18]. This vacuum oil has a relatively high viscosity with a tendency to nonnewtonian flow behavior.
For HVO-467G and HVO-520G magnetic fluids Aneron high vacuum oil carrier
liquid from the Merck Corporation (Germany) was used. The magnetic
nanoparticles are magnetite particles with approx. 7 nm mean diameter.
The flow behavior of different types of magnetic fluids plays a significant
role in the seal heating. Rheological measurements were elaborated using an
Anton Paar Physica MCR-300 rheometer (Romanian Academy - Timisoara
Branch, Romania) with plate ˗ plate geometry and an attached thermostat.
While the magnetic nanofluid with high vacuum carrier liquid has a nonnewtonian behavior (see Fig. 2.), the UTR-528G has newtonian behavior with a
viscosity equal to 56 mPa·s at T = 20 °C in the absence of magnetic field.
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Fig. 2. Viscositty vs. shear raate at T = 20 °C.

The flow behavvior of thee investigatted magnettic nanofluids was allso
deetermined in
n function of the tempperature at different shhear rates inn presence of
diifferent maggnetic field strengths (ssee Fig. 3, 4,
4 5).

Fiig. 3. Viscositty of the magnnetic fluid HV
VO-467G in fuunction of the temperature in
n magnetic fieeld
( = 500 mT) and without magnetic
(B
m
fieldd.

Fiig. 4. Viscositty of the magnnetic fluid HV
VO-520G in fuunction of the temperature in
n magnetic fieeld
( = 500 mT) and without magnetic
(B
m
fieldd.
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γ&

Fig. 5. Viscossity of the maggnetic fluid UTR-528G
U
in function
f
of thee temperature ( = 500 1/s)).

The dependence
d
of the visco
osity of the suspension
ns on the tem
mperature ccan
bee described by the Arrhhenius type relation [155]:
⎛B⎞
⎝T ⎠

η = A ⋅ exp⎜ ⎟

(
(2)
B=

Ea
k B , Ea -

w
where A rep
presents a constant without physical
p
meeaning,
k
acctivation energy, B - Boltzmann
n constant, T – absoolute temperrature.
Thhus, (1) can
n be expresssed by the fo
ollowing formula:

⎛ Ea ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ k BT ⎠

η = A ⋅ exp⎜⎜

(
(3)

The fitting
f
valuees of the Arrrhenius typee formula for
f the different magnetic
naanofluids inn absence annd in presen
nce of the magnetic
m
fielld are listedd in table 2.
Tablle 2
Fitting paraameters
Sample
name
H
HVO-467G
H
HVO-467G

Magnetic
field strengthh

Shear
rate

B [mT]

γ& [1/s]

0
500

500
500

Activation energy

Ref
eference viscossity

of viscouus flow

(fit param. A))

Ea [kJ/m
/mol]

[Pa·s]
4

(3.28±0.002)·10

(3.19±0.0005)·10

4

R2

5.24

0.99762

5.49

0.99977
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Sample
name
HVO-467G

Magnetic
field strength

Shear
rate

B [mT]

γ& [1/s]

0

750

Activation energy

Reference viscosity

of viscous flow

(fit param. A)

Ea [kJ/mol]

[Pa·s]
4

(3.11±0.02)·10

4

R2

4.36

0.99634

4.66

0.99634

HVO-467G

500

750

(3.08±0.004)·10

HVO-520G

0

500

(3.27±0.01)·104

5.31

0.99892

HVO-520G

500

500

(3.18±0.01)·104

5.48

0.99914

750

4

4.77

0.99657

4

HVO-520G

0

(3.03±0.02)·10

HVO-520G

500

750

(3.13±0.01)·10

4.92

0.99964

UTR-527G

0

500

(3.13±0.07)·104

0.06

0.9985

The “goodness’’ of the fit expressed by the coefficient of determination R2 show
that the temperature dependence of the viscosity can be very well fitted with the
Arrhenius type relation.
Experiments show that the viscosity of such fluids may increase in magnetic field
up to 10%. Due to the fact that the UTR-520G has a low viscosity and thus the
influence of a small change induced by the magnetic field does not influence the
results in a significant way, it was adopted a nominal increase of 10% of the
viscosity of these fluids as experiments indicate.
4. Experimental setup
The block diagram of the experimental test bench of the magnetic fluid
seals (see Fig. 6.) has been already presented in [14] with small changes. It has a
modular structure containing five main modules.
The test module is composed of a rotating shaft driven by an electric
motor of 0.55kW. An inverter ensures variable and controllable rotational speed
of the shaft. During the experiments the rotational speed was varied up to 1450
rpm. The investigated magnetic fluid seals were mounted inside a test chamber
which was connected to a pressure or a vacuum module.
The pressure module is composed by a compressed helium cylinder
supplied with a pressure adjuster connected to the buffer basin through an
adequate flexible pipe.
The test stand was designed in order to determine the sustainable pressure
difference of the magnetofluidic seals and also to allow investigation of the
influence of the rotational speed on the sealing capacity and on the seal
temperature.
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Fig. 6. Bllock diagram of the magnettic fluid seal test bench.

To in
nvestigate thhe influence of the rootational speeed of the shaft and tthe
viiscosity of the magnettic fluids on
o seal tem
mperature a pyrometer was used to
m
measure the temperature
t
e relatively close to thee magnetic fluid.
f
In ordder to evaluaate
thhe characterristics of thhe magnetic fluid rotatting seal deevices, data are collectted
duuring testingg, such as teemperature of seal, preessure or vaccuum in thee test chambber
annd rotationaal speed of the
t shaft thrrough a dataa acquisitionn system.
A software program wass developedd to ensure proper
p
data collection and
a analysiss.
5. Restults and discussion
d
Breakkaway torquue
The sealing
s
gap in which the
t magnetiic fluid is kept
k
by maggnetic field is
reelatively sm
mall and thee resulted shhearing streess in the magnetic
m
fluuid due to tthe
rootation of thhe shaft is equal
e
to thee velocity grradient timees the visco
osity (see Fig.
7.):

Fig. 7.
7 Cross-sectional view of the
t seal devicee with magnettic sealing rinng: r – radius of
o
thee shaft; c – sealing gap with
h magnetic naanofluid; Ω – angular
a
velociity.
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o
thhe viscous friction is equal
e
to thee shear streess
Thhe force required to overcome
tim
mes the areea of the seealing surfacce, while thhe torque iss the viscouus force tim
mes
thhe lever arm
m:
=(

) =

4

(44)

W
Where τ [Pa] is the sheaar stress, A [m
[ 2] is the sealing
s
surfface area (co
ontact surfaace
beetween the magnetic
m
fluid and thee shaft), r = 0.025 m is the radius of the sealing
suurface, l = 14 x 5·10-4 m is the length of the
t sealing surface, η [Pa·s] is the
t
viiscosity of the magneetic fluid inn magnetic field, N [rot/s]
[
is thhe number of
rootations in a second andd c = 0.001 m is the raddial sealing gap.
Due to
t viscous heating
h
the temperature
t
e of the maggnetic fluid rises and thhus
thhe viscosity decreases which
w
leads to a smalleer viscous frriction. Connsequently the
t
toorque needeed to start and
a stop the rotationall motion beecome smalller. The daata
prresented in figure 7 reppresents thee additional torque neeeded to rotatte the shaft at
diifferent tem
mperatures. The refereence torquee was meaasured rotaating the seeal
syystem witho
out magnetiic fluid. The necessaryy torque at a given tem
mperature w
was
allso calculateed accordingg to (5) and
d is noted with letter C on the figurre 8.

Fig. 8. Torquue needed to ro
otate the shaft
ft of the magneetic fluid seal..

Due to the nonn-newtoniann behavior of the maagnetic nannofluids wiith
vaacuum carriier liquid, thhe low periipheral speeed at the beeginning of the rotationnal
m
motion and thhe presencee of the maggnetic field,, the viscosiity of such fluid increaase
thhe necessary
y torque to start the rootational mootion in a significant
s
way.
w
Thus, at
rooom temperrature the sttarting torquue increasess approximaately 43% in
i case of MF
M
H
HVO-467G and
a with 500% in case of
o the MF HVO-520G
H
G, meanwhille when using
m
magnetic nannofluid withh similar satturation maagnetization
n but with trransformer ooil
caarrier liquid
d this increaase is reduceed to approxximately 0.5%. At highh temperatuure
(T
T = 60 °C) the
t raise of the breakaw
way torque reduces
r
appproximatelyy to the halff of
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thhe torque neeeded at rooom temperaature. It cann be observved that the experimenntal
reesults are in good correlation with the calculattions.
s
torrque of thee mechanical seals is estimated at 3-4 tim
mes
The starting
ruunning torquue and is directly
d
pro
oportional to
t the diffeerential presssure [19]. In
coontrary, exxperimental results shhow no siggnificant differences
d
between tthe
brreaking torqques of the magnetic fluid
fl
seals under
u
pressuure and withhout applying
prressure. Thiis can be exxplained by
y the fact thhat differen
ntial pressurre can induuce
chhanges onlyy by modiffying the shhape of thee magnetic fluid ring and thus tthe
coontact surfaace area beetween the rotating shhaft and thhe magneticc fluid whiich
reepresents ann insignificaant change.
Vi
Viscous heat
The investigated magnetic nanofluiids have a strongly temperatuure
deependent viscosity (seee Fig. 3, 4, 5).
5 Due to thhe coupling
g between thhe energy and
a
m
momentum equation
e
thee viscous heeating plays an importtant role in the magnetic
fluuid seal opperation. Thhe viscous friction beetween the shaft and the magnetic
naanofluid inccreases the temperaturre of the shhaft and connsequently decreases tthe
viiscosity of the magneticc fluid.
Thhe heat gen
nerated by the viscouus friction can
c be expressed by the
t following
foormula [13] (see Fig. 9,, 10):
=

8

(55)

w
where Q[W] is the generrated viscouus heat.

F
Fig. 9. Heat geenerated by thhe viscous fricction for three different rotaational speed: 600 rpm, 10000
rpm and 1450 rpm in case
c
of HVO--467G and HV
VO-520G.
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F
Fig. 10. Heat generated
g
by thhe viscous friction for threee different rotaational speed: 600 rpm, 10000
r
rpm
and 14500 rpm in case of
o UTR-528G
G.

The heat
h produceed by the viscous frictiion is dissippated mainlly through the
t
poole pieces. The
T heat traansfer is ch
haracterizedd by the Brinnkman num
mber [15] (ssee
Fiig. 11):
∙
(66)
=
∙
w
where λ [W
W·m−1·K−1] is the therrmal conductivity of the
t magnettic nanofluid,
ν[[m/s] is the peripheral speed
s
of thee shaft, T [K
K] is the abssolute tempeerature.

F
Fig. 11. Brinkkman number vs.
v peripheral velocity in caase of UTR-5228G and HVO
O-520G (emptty
ddots corresponnd to the Brinkkman number values for thee three different rotational speed:
s
600 rpm
m,
1000 rpm and 14500 rpm)

Thhe Brinkmaan number gives
g
inform
mation abouut the need of an addittional cooling
syystem. In case of Br > 1, the heeat transfer is insufficiient and the pole piecces
reequire forced
d cooling.
Thhe thermal conductivitty of the magnetic
m
fluuids were measured
m
ussing LFA 447
N
NanoFlash® Light Flashh System (N
NETZSCH--Gerätebau GmbH, Geermany) at the
t
N
National Insttitute for R&
&D in Electtrical Engineeering ICPE
E-CA Bucharest.
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The teemperature of the seal was measuured relativeely close to the magnetic
naanofluid seaaling rings until the eqquilibrium state
s
has beeen reached
d and the seeal
haas gained itss maximum
m temperaturre.
Figuree 12 presennts the tempeerature incrrease due to the viscouss friction. T
The
reeference tem
mperature was
w measureed by rotatinng the seal system
s
withhout magnetic
naanofluids.

Fig. 12. Effect of speeed and viscosity on seal tem
mperature.

mperature due
d to viscoous friction in
It cann be observved that the rise of tem
caase of usingg magnetic fluid with transformeer oil carrieer liquid wiith almost tthe
saame saturattion magnettization is negligible. Meanwhilee the vacuuum oil bassed
m
magnetic nan
nofluid at high
h
rotation
nal speed increase thee temperature of the seeal
evven up to 20 °C. Thhe rotationaal speed haas a strongg influence on the heeat
geenerated by the viscouss friction. Since
S
the tem
mperature of
o the seal has
h a negatiive
innfluence on the magnettization of the
t magnetiic nanofluid
ds the generrated heat can
c
reeduce the seeal capacity,, as well.
6. Co
onclusion
The results sum
mmarized in
i the paper evidencce the influuence of tthe
coomposition and saturattion magnettization of the
t magnetiic fluids on the operating
coonditions off MF seals at
a high rotattion speed values.
v
From
m technologgical point of view thhe results give an in
nsight to tthe
innfluence of different
d
typpes of magn
netic nanoflluids on the seal temperrature and tthe
brreakaway to
orque. Maggnetic nanoofluids withh transformeer oil carriier liquid and
a
m
moderate satu
uration maggnetization have a negligible influuence on the seal heating
annd on the staarting torquue.
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The Brinkman numbers obtained for the two different types of fluids up to
a rotational speed equal to 1450 rpm, are below 1. It shows that the pole pieces
don’t need additional cooling system. This also has been confirmed by
experiments, the sealing system being able to provide a stable long-term sealing
capacity for the tested parameters. Note, that for higher rotational speed (over
1600 rpm) the sealing system with magnetic fluids with high vacuum carrier
liquid (HVO-467G and HVO-520G) will need forced cooling.
However, for the non-newtonian vacuum oil based magnetic nanofluid, the
low rotational speed at start-up in the presence of strong magnetic field, the
breakaway torque is increased in a significant way. Taking into account that the
investigated fluids (HVO-467G and HVO-520G) increased the torque at start-up
up to 50% and the seal temperature with 20 °C, magnetic nanofluids with higher
saturation magnetization definitely would lead to more significant effects on the
operating conditions.
Similar effects will arise for transformer oil based magnetic nanofluids
having high saturation magnetization. The viscosity of such a magnetic fluid
having a saturation magnetization Ms = 1000 G reaches 4 Pa·s, while a fluid with
Ms = 1300 G has about 15 Pa·s viscosity. For these values significant start-up
torque and heating-up effects are expected.
Maintaining an adequate temperature is necessary due to the fact that the
high temperature decreases the magnetization of the magnetic fluids and increases
the rate of evaporation and thus has a negative influence on the seal performance.
Further experiments could be performed to obtain information about the
exact temperature not only of the seal but of the magnetic fluid itself. For this, it is
required to change the position of the pyrometer in order to be able to measure
exactly the temperature of the magnetic fluid sealing ring at the last sealing stage.
These measurements could give more precise information about the heat
generated by viscous friction for different magnetic fluids and also about the
amount of heat dissipation.
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